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1 of 1 review helpful this book will change your perception in life By Claire The Coffeeholic Bookworm This book 
had been touted as a counterpart for CS Lewis Chronicles of Narnia as well as Pan s Labyrinth I digress The Maze A 
Christian Fantasy Novel is way better than the above mentioned books Jamie Burroughs was living a life full of 
secrets white lies and deceptions He was happily married with Amy A near death experience transports Jamie 
Burroughs into The Maze a realm every bit as peculiar as Lewis Caroll s Wonderland yet engineered with the moral 
intent of C S Lewis Narnia Built by angels and demons and filled with traps and riddles The Maze gives whoever 
enters a face to face encounter with their sins nbsp For Jamie The Maze becomes a terrifying journey through a world 
of darkness where the lives of those he loves hangs in the balance With hi About the Author Jason Brannon is the 
author of The Cage and Winds of Change His work has been translated into German optioned for film and developed 
for a series of graphic novels His short fiction has appeared in over one hundred magazines and various anth 
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